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The name says it all: X-Large offers a tremendous amount of 

storage space and endless possibilities for bathroom design 

without appearing weighty. And despite its name, XL furniture 

offers great solutions for XS bathrooms too.

X-Large
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Every bathroom needs storage space. X-Large provides it in abundance while 

preserving the bathroom’s spaciousness. X-Large’s ingenious shape and special 

design features ensure that the furniture will always appear solid and durable 

while emanating a sense of buoyancy. This is thanks to its chic finishes, narrow 

consoles and furniture fronts made of translucent glass – all of which embody 

Duravit’s top-quality craftsmanship. A diverse product range consisting of a wide 

variety of dimensions and combinations, X-Large has just the right storage solu-

tion for every room and every style, from the large private bathroom to the small 

powder room. 

Design by Sieger Design
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The Wenge fi nish (décor) gives X-Large a strikingly sleek appearance. The spacious washbasin vanity unit and low cabinets are 

55 cm deep.  There’s plenty of storage space behind the drawers inside the furniture, while the siphon is easily accessible and 

concealed behind the chrome apron. The elegant mirror is available in widths 46 to 120 cm. Practical: the integrated glass 

shelf. Convenient: the integrated lighting.
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(left) X-Large in White High Gloss (paint). To achieve the typical gloss effect, the furniture is painted several times. This 

process also applies to the new high-gloss Cappuccino fi nish (paint). The handles that extend along the entire width of the 

drawers and pull-out elements are a characteristic feature of the range. (top) Mirror and vanity unit, both 60 cm wide. The 

X-Large tall cabinet appears modern and lightweight thanks to its frosted glass door. X-Large looks particularly elegant in 

the Wenge (décor) wood fi nish, which creates a distinctive contrast to the aluminium handles.
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X-Large in the Oak Anthracite (real wood veneer) fi nish. High-quality wood grain with a protective melamine coating yields 

furniture that is waterproof and easy to care for. (below) A fl oating effect is created thanks to an invisible attachment: the 

practical wall board in widths 60, 80 and 120 cm. (right) The vanity units, crafted for consoles and panel tops, feature a com-

partment with glass shelf; the siphon remains concealed behind a rear wall but is still easily accessible.
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X-Large features a host of big ideas for small bathrooms. For example: (left) The 30-cm wide side cabinet with removable 

chrome basket for towels is ideal for the powder room. Shown here in Oak Anthracite (real wood veneer). (top) The handrin-

se basin vanity unit confi gurations with door or drawer with chrome basket make the guest bathroom or powder room even 

cozier; shown here in Teak (decor). The handrinse basins shown in both images are from the Vero range.
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1 2

3 4

Light, friendly, natural: this is the effect of X-Large in Natural Oak (real wood veneer). (left) The vanity unit with long exten-

ding drawer offers enough space for two. To match: the mirror cabinet in 120 cm width. (1) The inside of the drawer – with 

self-closing function and SoftClose technology – can be individually designed with glass dividers and containers. (2) Vanity 

unit with Starck 3 washbasin (80 cm width) and mirror cabinet. The integrated light strips ensure optimum illumination. (3) 

Aluminium handle. (4) In combination with the Vero furniture basin.
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X-Large is undoubdtedly eye-catching in the new Teak (decor) fi nish. The tall cabinet – available in widths 30, 40 and 50 cm 

– is tall and deep, yet compact. It creates plenty of modern-looking storage space for both larger and smaller bathrooms. 

When paired with wall boards, a side cabinet, washbasin vanity unit and mirror, X-Large creates an incredibly versatile and 

inviting bathroom.
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22 White Highgloss (decor)

85  White Highgloss (laque)

04 Teak (decor)

83 Oak Natural 

(real wood veneer)

86 Cappuccino (laque)

84 Makoré 

(real wood veneer)

62 Oak Anthracite 

(real wood veneer)

28 Wengé (decor)

       More information about  X-Large

All dimensions and order numbers  >page 331

Overview of furniture finishes  >page 272

Bathtubs and shower trays  >page 198/256
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